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Recently we have demonstrated that single fluorescent molecules can be used as non-perturbative vectorial probes of the local field. Here, we expand on such experiments exploiting fluorescence lifetime of single molecules to probe various types of gap nanoantennas. First, studies of the nanoantennas are carried out to evaluate the electric field. We then investigate hybrid systems composed by nanoantennas and randomly positioned fluorescent molecules. Finally, we present a fabrication scheme for the controlled placement of fluorescent molecules at well-defined positions with respect to the dimer nanoantenna, which is a more direct route to probe the local field in an a priori determined way.

1. Introduction to Gap Nanoantennas:

Dimers and Nanorods

Metallic nanoantennas (also called optical antennas) have been, over the past ten years, at the heart of numerous investigations ([1–7] and references therein) due to their optical properties, like strong enhancement and subwavelength confinement of the electrical field [8–17]. The coupling between photons and electrons in these nano-objects is the origin of their extraordinary optical properties. In such 3D structures, the electrons oscillate with (spatial) periods smaller than the wavelength of the incident photons, raising plasmon resonances. Such resonances can then give rise to a strongly localized field enhancement. In addition, nanoantennas permit to couple propagative optical waves into evanescent waves and vice versa. They are therefore promising as intermediary between nanoscale optical and electronic devices and optical fields. Their applications include different fields such as nanoscale imaging and spectroscopy [18–25], light-emitting devices [26–31], photovoltaics [32–41], microfluidics [42, 43], and metamaterials in the infrared [44, 45].

Here, we concentrate on gap nanoantennas that can be defined as two symmetric metallic particles (of specific shape and size) separated by a fabricated gap ranging from no gap up to a few tenths of nanometers. In the particular case of gap nanoantennas, the field enhancement and resonance modes have been theoretically predicted [46–57] and experimentally studied [8–17, 58–64]. Numerous works have been reported on luminescence spectroscopy of gold nanoparticles such as nanorods [9, 10, 58] and dimers [12, 57, 60, 61] (see Section 3). Two-photon luminescence (TPL) has also been employed and proven particularly sensitive to local fields near metallic nano-objects [12, 58]. Moreover, TPL spectroscopy permits to measure the plasmon resonances of such nanostructures by evaluating the TPL as a function of excitation wavelengths [61, 62]. Near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) is also extensively used to explore such nano-objects either by locally mapping the field enhancements [9, 10, 25, 63, 64] or by grafting an individual nanoantenna at the apex of an NSOM probe [65–70]. However, in these studies, the influence of the near-field probe onto the nanostructures can induce a complex coupling response which has to be taken into account. In particular, plasmonics mode detailed mapping of nanoantennas has been achieved with “apertureless” NSOM using Si-tips [71–74]. Other studies have also looked
at the fundamental understanding of resonant processes in such nanostructures by means of Raman imaging [75–77] or nonlinear effects [78]. In parallel, analytical and numerical models have been developed in an approach to unify the experimental observations [46–54].

Finally, one alternative approach to study nanoantennas, is to probe their near fields using single molecules (SM) [79–81]. By doing so, one can access the local mapping of the nanoantenna fields in a nonperturbative way. Furthermore, integrating SM together with metallic nanoantennas is an ultimate step in terms of applications for the technological miniaturization drive. In most cases, the functionality of SM is inherently defined by the electronic or optical properties of the molecules. However, the construction of active molecular-scale devices often requires embedding the molecule in a nanostructured environment that provides a means to address, tailor, or control the molecular functionality. Gap nanoantennas are particularly promising interfaces, because of their strongly localized electromagnetic field modes, both in the spatial and the frequency domain. Consequently, the emerging field of molecular plasmonics [82] holds great promise for applications in areas like sensing, light harvesting and energy conversion, single-photon sources, all-optical components, and electronic-optical interfacing. However, a major task remains in the mutually well-defined positioning of both functional molecules and metallic nanostructures with nanometer-scale precision. Different approaches have been developed relying on random deposition of functional molecules, for example, by spin-coating [83], bulk overcoating of a metallic structure [84], or plasmonic micropositioning [42, 43]. In highly symmetric nanoparticle systems, one degree of positional control has been achieved by employing a spacer layer that can be functionalized [85–87]. The full exploitation of molecular functionality requires localized and designed molecular positioning at arbitrary locations with respect to a tailored plasmonic nanostructure. Recently, encouraging progress in this direction has been made by double e-beam lithography, positioning a single quantum dot on the feed element of an array antenna [88].

Here, we will describe the full characterization of antennas needed to realize resonant nanoantenna structures overcoated with low (“single molecule”) concentrations of fluorescent molecules. This characterization serves to extract the individual optical response of the nanoantennas in an effort to match the fluorescence spectra of molecules. Parts of this work have been described previously [63, 64, 79]. After these introductory results, we will present fluorescence measurements on nanoantennas overcoated with ultralow concentrations of molecules. We will address measurement of the fluorescence lifetime, to map the local density of states around the nanoantennas [80], in direct competition with the intrinsic luminescence of the antennas. Finally, a fabrication procedure that allows for the controlled positioning of molecules with respect to the antenna, together with initial related results, will be presented.

The subject matter is divided over the various sections in the following way: in Section 2, we introduce the nanoantenna samples (dimer and nanorod arrays), explaining the fabrication process and characterizing their spectroscopic response. In Section 3, we describe one photon luminescence of dimer antennas. These first two sections lay the basis to first evaluate the optical response of the nanoantennas, without (dye) molecules but under excitation conditions typical for single-molecule spectroscopy. In Section 4, we discuss the response of randomly scattered single molecules over dimers. Finally, molecular probing will be refined using a well-controlled molecular probing in Section 5. Section 6 gathers our conclusions.

2. Nanofabrication and Spectroscopic Insights of Gold Dimers and Nanorods Arrays

The nanoantenna electromagnetic response is known to depend highly on size, geometry, and even chemical treatment. A large panel of sizes, shapes, and compositions has therefore been fabricated at the nanoscale either by bottom-up colloidal chemistry [89–94] or by top-down nanofabrication techniques [11, 61–64, 95, 96] with the use of electron beam lithography or ion beam milling. A multitude of shapes is emerging offering a wide range of field pattern and strength. Here, we will report on dimer and nanorod-like structures.

The parameters specifying the geometry of the dimer and nanorod-like structures are the aspect ratio (AR), defined as the ratio of length to width, the gap separation distance between the two nanoparticles constituting the gap nanoantenna, and the thickness. The single nanoantennas in these studies have an AR in the range from 1.0 (dimers) to 4.5 (nanorods), as illustrated in insets of Figure 1. We mainly kept the width around 100 nm and varied the length of the structures. The different fabrication steps are depicted in Figure 1. We used conventional e-beam lithography (FEI-QUANTA 200 electron microscope associated with a Raith ELPHY) and metal depositions followed by a lift-off process to realize periodic arrays (100 × 100 µm) of nanoantennas. Prior to any investigation, we calculated the spectroscopic response (in the excitation wavelength range of 400 nm to 700 nm) for the given geometry and performed far-field spectroscopic measurements on the arrays of fabricated nanostructures. This is illustrated in Figure 2 for the dimers and Figure 3 for the nanorods.

In this section, we focus on and quantify the different resonant modes in the visible, a spectral range spanned by our excitation sources. Therefore, we carried out local spectroscopic measurements on distinct arrays of nanoantennas, under white light illumination and two orthogonal linear polarization states. Throughout this paper, the p-polarization state will be referred to as the polarization excitation along the long axis of the structures, whereas the s-polarization state will be associated with the perpendicular one. In parallel, we have calculated the specific spectral response at the gap region of an individual pair of nanoantennas for each involved AR. While the presented 2D simulations (insets of Figures 2 and 3) seek to illustrate the overall field distribution under defined excitation conditions (polarization state and excitation wavelength), it is not to be directly confronted to the measurements.
In Figure 2, the measured scattering spectra of dimers, for both excitation s and p-polarization states, and the calculated spectral response of an individual dimer are displayed. Under p-polarization excitation, the measured peak is close to 635 nm, while the calculation presents a peak at around 655 nm. This experimental blue shift may be explained both by geometrical variations occurring during the fabrication process and by substrate effects. The numerical work was carried out for a single dimer in free standing space. Under s-polarization excitation (electric field perpendicular to the dimer axis), a very weak peak centered on 599 nm is observed. For this wavelength, the simulation does not present any peak as the field distribution is mainly located at the edges of the dimers and not in the gap from where the calculated spectrum is extracted. Finally, secondary peaks are predicted at around 500 nm for both polarization states but were not experimentally observed. Neglecting the effect of the substrate as well as retardation effects (more pronounced for shorter wavelengths) in the simulation may explain the discrepancy over these auxiliary peaks.

In Figure 3, theoretical spectra are presented for nanorods for each excitation polarization state, both in the nonretarded (continuous lines of Figures 3(a) and 3(b)) and the retarded regime (Figures 3(c) and 3(d)). In the retarded regime, the results are the solutions of the wave equation, whereas in the nonretarded regime, the time dependence has been neglected. The experimental spectra are included in Figures 3(a) and 3(b) (dashed lines). Note that the different nanorods' lengths are highlighted in the colors of the curves, red for the 150 nm long, blue for the 350 nm, and green for the 450 nm. For the p-polarization state, a 2- to 4-fold enhancement, defined as the ratio of the electric field in the presence and in the absence of the nanoantennas, is reached, both theoretically (in the retarded regime) and experimentally. The theoretical values obtained in the quasistatic regime are much higher, apart from the case of a nanoantenna with an AR of 1.5. This is to be expected as the time dependence becomes more important for structures with increasing sizes where the distances can be larger than the excitation wavelength. This is actually illustrated in Figure 3 where the two models can be directly compared. One can see that for the 150 nm long rods the quasistatic and retarded responses are similar, whereas for the 450 nm long rods, this does not hold anymore. Furthermore, if we now compare simulations in the retarded regime with the experiment, we see that the experimentally observed intensities are mainly higher than the simulated ones. This observation can also be rationalized by the contribution of the additional field imaged on the edges of the structures during the measurements or in the field distributions. However, the theoretical spectra concentrate only on the electric field in the gap.

Under s-polarized excitation, the gap region, for each considered AR, shows no predicted field enhancement, except in the retarded regime for the 450 nm long rods in the 465 to 510 nm spectral range. Indeed, an up to 2-fold enhancement is then expected. Experimentally, we obtain a resonance peak around 465 nm for the 450 nm long rods. For the 350 nm and 150 nm long rods, the peaks are centered at 462 nm and 460 nm, respectively, with corresponding enhancement factors between 2 and 4. The differences (in terms of peak wavelength and enhancement factor) with the simulation may result from fabrication inhomogeneities and/or from the fact that the experimental values are retrieved after integration of the field in a region encompassing the whole structure instead of the gap alone. This is also predicted as seen in the insets representing the total field distribution at the point B of Figure 3, where
Figure 2: Theoretical and experimental spectra of the electric field and extinction for dimers (particles with 100 nm diameter) with 30 nm gap. The (a) to (b) labels indicate the excitation parameters where resonances occur. These are then used in the corresponding insets to display the field distribution under these excitation conditions. The insets (a) to (c) depict the total field fingerprint for each spectral peak (black arrows show the polarization state), to illustrate the resonances and local field enhancement around the dimers.

the strongest fields are mainly located at the edges of the structures and not in the gap.

By linking the geometrical parameters of the nanoantennas with their optical responses, the presented spectroscopic studies served as a guide for subsequent experiments. In the following, we will present experiments aimed at mapping the luminescence distribution in the vicinity of the nanoantennas as a function of incident polarization. These experiments will allow acquiring a complementary insight into the optical response of the nanoantennas. The knowledge of predicted electric fields, presented in the insets of Figures 2 and 3, will assist the analysis of the experimental results.

3. Luminescence of Dimers under Pulsed Excitation

In this section, we present one-photon excitation photoluminescence measurements on nanoantennas. The influence of the polarization state is explored by illuminating the nanoantennas with both p and s-polarized light. As already mentioned, p-polarized incident light is polarized along the long axis of the dimmers, whereas s-polarized incident light is polarized perpendicular to the dimer axis. A comparison between an optimal dimer gap of 30 nm (also referred to as resonant case) and no gap (nonresonant case) is also given.

As mentioned in Section 2, samples were made by e-beam lithography and metal deposition. The sample design consists here of several 100 μm × 100 μm arrays of gold nano-objects forming either a dimer or a single particle (monomer) as illustrated in Figure 4(a). In order to make an unambiguous distinction between dimers and monomers in the optical experiments, the global array was fashioned by alternating three lines of dimers and two of monomers. The diameter was chosen as 100 nm and the height as 40 nm, for an optimum gap of 30 nm [23]. Finally, in order to observe any gap effect, similar arrays of dimers with no gap, shown in Figure 4(b), were studied in parallel. The geometric parameters of the gold particles were chosen so that the dimers would be resonant at around 635 nm (see scattering spectrum in Figure 2). The choice of the 635 nm resonant wavelength was aimed at matching the absorption spectrum of the molecular species used.
as a probe, here DiD (1,1′-dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-tetramethylindodicarbocyanine), a photostable molecule commonly used in single-molecule studies.

Luminescence measurements on individual dimers (and monomers) were carried out using a confocal microscope, as shown in Figure 5. A confocal scanning fluorescence microscope with a high numerical aperture (1.3 NA) objective was equipped with two avalanche photodiodes (APDs) detecting the respective (p & s) cross-polarizations using a polarizing beam splitter [63, 64]. The excitation source was chosen to be a picosecond (ps) laser (90 ps pulses at 20 MHz repetition rate, average power density ~34 kW/cm² at λ_{exc} = 635 nm). The emitted luminescence from the nanostructures (see examples in inset (c) of Figure 5) was collected by the same objective and then directed to the two APDs after discrimination from the excitation light by an appropriate dichroic mirror and a long pass filter. Thereafter, the two luminescence images obtained via the two different polarizations were analyzed using a software tool for fitting and analyzing the data.
APDs are recombined to result in a polarization-dependent luminescence image (as insets (d) and (e) of Figure 5). Finally, to simultaneously detect the transmitted excitation light through the sample, a photodiode was mounted on the opposite side of the high NA objective, above the sample plane. An example of such a transmitted image (10 × 10 μm) is given in the inset (a) of Figure 5, where the series of two lines of black dots are associated with the gold monomers, and the series of three black lines are associated with the dimers. The center to center dimer separation of only 600 nm is only slightly larger than the diffraction limit of the confocal microscope, which prevents from fully resolving two neighboring dimers. As a result, the dimers appear as a semicontinuous black strip with dots in the transmission image. Note that the same experimental setup was utilized as a basis for all the results reported further.

The luminescence (Figure 6 and insets (d) and (e) of Figure 5) is always recorded simultaneously with the transmission signal (inset (a) of Figure 5) to ensure the monomers’ positioning with respect to the dimers on the luminescence images. Figure 6 outlines the luminescence images as a function of the excitation polarization and the gap size. The color scale gives the polarization state of the detected luminescence going from green pixels for “pure” p-polarization (i.e., along the dimers axis) to red pixels for “pure” s-polarization. The yellow color represents an equal contribution of both p- and s-polarization components. From these images, one can extract different aspects. First, the (expected) isotropic emission in polarization of the monomers is clearly highlighted from its yellow appearance (i.e., p = s) on each image. Next, compared to this isotropic emission, the luminescence from the dimers is predominately p-polarized (green appearance). However, a large variation in luminescence intensity from one nanoantenna to another is observed. This can be mainly explained by the variation in shape and size of each gold particle as introduced by the fabrication process. To take into account the variability between antennas, we made a statistical analysis over the nanoparticles designed to be identical. This statistical analysis serves to study the optical response of metallic structures as a function of fabrication uncertainties.

According to the first qualitative observations on the resonance behavior of such nanoantennas, we oriented the first statistical analysis to extract the peak intensity for each luminescent spot on each image. An intensity distribution is therefore excerpted for the case of a 30 nm gap, and no gap (see columns in Figure 6), and for p- and s-excitation polarizations (see rows in Figure 6). Similar studies on the monomers served as a reference for polarization effects and allowed the suppression of possible substrate effects. The resulting histograms are depicted in insets (a2–d2) of Figure 6 for the dimers and insets (a3–d3) for the monomers. We thus confirmed the isotropic behavior of the monomers, where the polarization ratio (i.e., the ratio of the p-detected over the s-detected polarization) is extracted to be around unity for both p- and s-polarized excitation.

For the dimers with the two considered gap sizes, the luminescence distribution is shifted toward the higher intensity values for the p-polarized luminescence (with respect to the s-polarized luminescence). This is valid for both excitation polarizations, but the effect is more pronounced for the resonant case (i.e., dimers with a 30 nm gap) with p-polarized illumination and p-polarized detection. This is expected as the localized plasmon excitation is involved in the process as illustrated, in the insets of Figure 2, by the electric field amplitude in the near field of the dimers. Indeed, for the 30 nm gap, the p-polarized excitation leads to a strong coupling between the local charges of each gold particle constituting the nanoantenna. By opposition, the local charges of the individual particles are independently excited under s-polarized excitation. For the no gap dimers, we made similar observations. However, the strong coupling for p-polarized excitation is far less pronounced. This is foreseen as the particles do not couple with each other but act as a unique elongated particle.

In a second statistical analysis, we concentrated on the polarization ratio distribution extrapolated from the luminescence peaks in Figure 6. The polarization ratio is defined as the ratio of the p-polarized over the s-polarized luminescence intensity. We seek here to quantify the polarization effect using the polarization ratio. This is illustrated in Figure 7(a) for the 30 nm gap dimers and (b) for the
no-gap ones. In Figure 7(a), the polarization ratio ranges between 1.2 and 5.7 for p-polarized excitation and between 1.2 and 2.4 for s-polarized excitation, whereas in Figure 7(b), the polarization ratio ranges between 1.3 and 2.9 for p and between 1.1 and 2.5 for s-polarized excitation. This leads to an average ratio for the 30 nm gap of 3.1 for p-polarized excitation against 1.6 for s-polarized excitation, whereas in the no-gap case, the average is 1.8 for p and against 1.4 for s.

An averaged 3-fold enhancement is hence shown with respect to the monomers (close to unity, independently of the excitation polarizations), exhibiting a maximum 6-fold enhancement, for some of the dimers. This is in agreement with the reported 100-fold enhancement using two-photon luminescence on bowties [11] and the 10-fold enhancement measured in TPL [61]. The weaker increase also observed for the nonresonant case with p-polarized excitation may be attributed to the elongated shape of the dimers. For s-polarized excitation, no noticeable difference is seen with respect to the gap size. This can be explained by the excitation of two independent dipoles that do not interact. Furthermore, this statement is reinforced by the actual measurement of values close to 1 in the s-polarized detected luminescence, approaching the monomer behavior.

To conclude, luminescence of dimer-like nanoantennas was measured under picosecond pulsed excitation at relatively high excitation power compared to typical fluorescence measurements, highlighting (i) the low intrinsic luminescence of the nanoantennas and (ii) the wide distribution from one antenna to another. The effect of excitation polarization and gap size was also investigated. This preliminary study provided insights into understanding the local response of such metallic nanoantennas and may help to understand the nanoantenna-single molecule coupling, as reported below.
Figure 6: Luminescence measurements of single gold dimers with a gap of 30 nm (a and b) and with no gap (c and d). The figures (a and c) illustrate the luminescence of the structures when illuminated with p-polarized light (i.e., parallel to the long axis of the dimers). Figures (b and d) show the same results for s-polarized excitation light (perpendicular to the dimer axis). (a1 to d1) Show luminescence images of a 10 × 10 μm scanned area. The color scale gives the polarization state of the detected field. (a2 to d2) and (a3 to d3) Show distribution of the luminescence peak for dimers (over 60 dimers were considered for each case) and monomers (over 50 monomers were considered for each case), respectively.

Figure 7: Distribution of the polarization ratio in detection (p-polarized over s-polarized luminescence) for about 60 dimers illuminated under p- or s-polarized light. (a) is for the dimers with 30 nm gap and (b) for the dimers with no gap.
Spin-coating deposition of DiD (10^{-8} M) in PMMA (1%).

Figure 8: (a) Scheme of a random deposition of molecules over samples as described in Figure 4(a). (b) Optical transmission microscopy image and (c) fluorescence microscopy image. The white and blue squares highlight the dimer and monomer regions, respectively. The color scale in (c) indicates the polarization as given in Figure 6.

4. Fluorescence of Molecules at Metallic Nanoantennas

After imaging the luminescence of individual nanoantennas, we exploit single fluorescent molecules as nonperturbative vectorial point detectors to map the local photonic density of states, with nanometric precision [97]. We have previously demonstrated this procedure for a metal Fabry-Pérot-like cavity [80]. In that study, the measured spatial fluorescence lifetime variations were shown to map the local density of states inside the cavity, provided intrinsic molecular lifetime variations were taken into account. Hereto, individual fluorophores are randomly spread over the sample and are studied in terms of molecular position, orientation, and fluorescence brightness.

As already mentioned in Section 2, the plasmon resonances in metallic nanoantennas are associated with an absorption peak and a localized field enhancement. The proximity of a metallic nanoantenna or nanostructured film is likely to affect the excitation and emission processes of a fluorophore, especially under the plasmon resonance conditions.

In this section, we use the fluorophore properties to probe the local field of the metallic gap nanoantennas. The optical characterization was carried out using the same home-built inverted confocal microscopy setup with single-molecule sensitivity described in Section 3. The samples were excited using a pulsed laser (90 ps, 20 MHz repetition rate, 1 kW/cm^2) at a wavelength of 635 nm, optimum to the excitation spectrum of the fluorophore and at a power considerably lower than in Section 3. The collected fluorescence light was separated from the excitation beam using a dichroic mirror and a long-pass filter assembly and subsequently split into two orthogonal polarization directions, each of which was focused onto the detection area of an APD. Transmitted light was simultaneously detected using a photodiode to identify the dimer series from the monomers as in Section 3 and Figure 8(b). On the previously studied nanoantennas arrays, a solution of DiD (1,1′-dioctadecyl-3,3′,3′,3′-tetramethylindodicarbocyanine) molecules in a PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) matrix was then spin-coated over the nanoantennas, as seen in Figure 8(a). In the intermediate regions with no antenna in Figure 8(c), the fluorophore emission was evaluated to be at the single-molecule detection level as expected. In the regions where nanoantennas are present, one can observe higher emission intensity. Furthermore, in the dimer regions, the average emission intensity is even higher than in the monomer regions (see Figure 8(c)). This may be due to an enhancement of single-molecule excitation and emission by the antenna. However, the gold luminescence signal, despite the weak excitation power (compared to the excitation power used in Section 3), may be detectable, or the random deposition of the single molecules is not homogeneous because of the topographic presence of nanoantennas.

In order to investigate the separate contributions of dimer nanoantenna intrinsic luminescence and molecular fluorescence in more detail, we turned to a perylene dye that we used in previous studies because of its excellent photostability [98, 99]. This dye allows for observation times up to minutes and in addition shows an on-off switching (blinking) on timescales of seconds [99] which facilitates measuring the separate responses. In order to match the nanoantenna response to the greener (compared to DiD) wavelength spectrum of the perylene dye (excitation around 565 nm), the thickness of the nanoantenna dimers was increased to 60 nm. This shifts the dimer resonance spectrum to the same wavelength range as the perylene fluorescence. We spin-coated a 50 nm layer of perylene in PMMA over the substrate containing the antennas. Samples were then excited using pulsed (280 fs, 80 MHz repetition rate) laser illumination (Coherent Mira 900-F pumped by a Coherent Verdi V-18, with an APE optical parametric oscillator and an APE pulse picker set at a 1 in 20 picking
thickness, that matches the excitation wavelength. A 50 nm layer of perylene in PMMA is spin-coated over the gold dimers as in Figure 4(a).

The graph displays the individual response of selected dimers (circled on the image series) as a function of the excitation power. From one dimer to another, one can see various power dependences of the signal, going from close to linear behavior (for D1) to overquadratic one (in D3 and D4).

Figure 9 shows a fluorescence image of a sample with a concentration of perylene molecules slightly higher than concentration typically used for resolving fluorescence from single molecules. Many spots in the sample appear single-colored indicating polarized fluorescence emission and thus the presence of only one or few molecules. Upon close inspection, a regular pattern of spots, reminiscent of the array of nanoantennas, appears, some of which are clearly brighter than the average spots. This brighter appearance may result from antenna-enhanced emission, locally higher concentrations of perylene (induced by the topography present by the dimers during spin-coating), or a joint signal of molecular fluorescence and nanoantenna luminescence. In Figure 10, we present intensity time trajectories recorded at two positions that correlate with positions of dimer nanoantennas. These positions are indicated with numbered circles in the image. Both trajectories show blinking between different intensity levels in the first 10 to 20 seconds, together with discrete, permanent steps to a lower intensity, reminiscent of stepwise photobleaching of each of the perylenes. This blinking and stepwise bleaching is a clear indication of the presence of our perylene molecules [99]. From the number of discrete intensity levels, we can determine the number of molecules excited by the diffraction-limited laser focus. For instance, four separate intensity levels are identified in the first 20 seconds of
Figure 10: (a) Fluorescence image of perylene fluorescent molecules spin-coated on a substrate with dimer and monomer nanoantennas. (b) Fluorescence intensity trajectory measured at the position is indicated with circle numbered 1 in (a). Red and green trajectories indicate signals with orthogonal in-plane polarizations, while the black line indicates the total intensity. The intensity trajectory at position (1) shows a clear multilevel intensity blinking and bleaching reminiscent of molecular fluorescence. (c) Zoom in to the first 20 s where the four intensity levels are indicated with dashed blue lines. (d) The intensity trajectory measured at position number 2 in (a) displays similar blinking. (e) The fluorescence spectrum is recorded in the initial 7.5 s of the trajectory at position 2, with the spectra measured between t = 30 and t = 60 s subtracted. The resulting spectrum is a typical emission spectrum of our perylene molecule. (f) Fluorescence lifetime is measured at position 2. Dashed lines in the lifetime graph indicate exponential fits with lifetimes of τ_1 = 0.4 ns and τ_2 = 5 ns, respectively.

trajectory (1), as indicated in the figure. Of these, the three highest intensity levels show the discrete switching, while the fourth level remains continuous with broad variations on a 5–10 seconds timescale. We attribute the discrete switching behavior to the presence of three perylene molecules, while the fourth level constitutes a background signal that was present without blinking over observations as long as several minutes. Note also that the polarization anisotropy of the emitted fluorescence is different for the different intensity levels. Due to the fixed molecular orientation, and thus fixed transition dipole orientation, in the polymer matrix, this again indicates that the discrete intensity steps result from individual molecules switching on and off.

The trajectory recorded at position (2) displays a similar blinking before the signal falls to a continuous background. The small stepwise variations that are present in the background signal at t ~ 20 s and t ~ 50 s may result from molecules that are at the rim of the laser focus and are thus only weakly excited. In general, we observed similar trajectories with an initial discrete switching between typically one to three intensity levels and a remaining persistent continuous background signal for many different positions. All these
positions coincided with the regular pattern of the nanoantennas array. Measurements at positions outside the antenna array yielded similar molecular fluorescence blinking but without this strong background signal. Thus, we attribute the persistent background signal to the presence of the dimer nanoantenna.

For all positions, fluorescence intensity spectrum and fluorescence lifetime were measured simultaneously with the intensity trajectory. For position (2) in Figure 10, we present the fluorescence spectrum recorded over the first 7.5 seconds of the trajectory. Here, the spectrum recorded for the background signal was subtracted, which yields a typical perylene emission spectrum. This again constitutes a strong indication that the initial intensity switching results from the presence of a perylene molecule. In the lower right panel of Figure 10, also the fluorescence decay curve (recorded from the photon arrival times after the laser trigger pulse) constructed from the 60-second trajectory is indicated. Here, we observe a clear biexponential decay with a fast component (measured lifetime \( \tau_1 = 0.4 \) ns, close to our instrument response and a slower component with \( \tau_2 = 5.0 \) ns). The 5.0 ns lifetime is typical for our perylene dye in PMMA [98], while the fast component is attributed to the nanoantenna background signal. Similar decay curves with a fast component limited by our detector response and a slower component with typical perylene fluorescence lifetime were measured for all intensity trajectories that displayed the initial discrete fluorescence switching. From the fact that the measured fluorescence lifetimes are comparable to the regular (i.e., without nanoantennas) perylene lifetime, we conclude that these molecules are not coupled to the nanoantenna. The fast component of course may result from either antenna-coupled molecular emission or from the intrinsic luminescence of the nanoantennas. To resolve this latter issue, we reduced the molecular concentration to \( \sim 10^{-8} \) M, a typical concentration for single-molecule fluorescence experiments. In this case, the dye dissolved in toluene was first spin-coated (i.e., without PMMA), while a PMMA solution in toluene was spin-coated afterwards to coat with a protective \( \sim 50 \) nm thick layer of polymer. With this procedure, we expect topographic effects, that is, capillary interactions, during spin-coating of the perylene solution to draw the molecules to the nanoantennas. Given the overall low concentration of perylene molecules, even in this case we expect only a few nanoantennas to be coupled with a molecule. In Figure 11, a typical fluorescence image from an area with nanoantennas is shown.

Fluorescence spectra were recorded at different nanoantenna positions as indicated in Figure 11. All spectra show a resonance below 620 nm (overlapping with the molecular excitation and emission wavelength as anticipated) and extend into the red part of the wavelength spectrum. All nanoantenna spectra show a dip at 630 nm. We grouped our measured dimer antenna spectra in two groups based on the appearance of the fluorescence spectra beyond this 630 nm dip. The group indicated with red curves extends deep into the 700 nm range with three broad peaks at equivalent positions between 630 nm and 700 nm. Compared to the molecular fluorescence spectra also indicated in Figure 11, we can see that the nanoantenna response shows a good overlap with the molecular resonance. The curves indicated in blue show a faster decay below 700 nm and are reminiscent of the monomer spectra indicated with the green curve. Thus, we attribute these latter to geometrical artifacts (such as fused dimers) and assume the red curves to result from proper gap dimers. For all these positions, fluorescence lifetime was measured simultaneously, and this always resulted in a fast, \( \tau \sim 0.5 \) ns decay without any sign of slower component resulting from uncoupled molecules. In addition, the intensity trajectories were similar to the background signal presented in the respective panels in Figure 10. Similar behavior was observed for several tens.
of nanoantenna positions, where statistically a majority of these are expected not to be coupled to molecules. While few of the recorded fluorescence spectra could result from a strongly coupled antenna-molecule system, such fluorescence measurements fail to discriminate between the signal of a coupled system and the intrinsic luminescence of the dimer nanoantennas. Note that the comparatively higher luminescence signal for this system compared to the previous DiD system, may result from the shorter pulse length, and thus higher instantaneous power density, in the perylene experiments (280 fs as compared to 90 ps). Finally, we want to note that in this strong coupling regime, molecules coupled to an antenna would predominantly radiate via the antenna modes. Thus, molecular positions can only be retrieved in a weaker coupling regime. In this case, however, the fact that both molecular lifetime distribution and nanoantenna field strength distribution (see Section 3) have to be statistically accounted for makes that hundreds of positions need to be measured which is a laborious task. Thus, we can conclude that only an a priori positioning of fluorescent molecules at well-defined positions with respect to the nanoantenna can solve these issues. In the next section, we will present a fabrication scheme with which this could be achieved.

5. Dedicated Positioning of Molecules in the Nanoantenna Gap

To tackle the issues presented above, we devised a fabrication procedure for molecular plasmonic nanostructures where functional molecules can be placed at a predefined position which is the gap of the nanoantennas. Luminescence measurements were thereafter carried out as a proof of principle. Our methodology relies on the use of two distinct conductive layers which allows the consecutive, high-resolution application of different charged particle lithography techniques, in our case electron-beam lithography and focused ion beam milling. The top conductive layer furthermore serves both as a deposition and adhesion layer for the plasmonic structure and as a mask for a final chemical surface modification step, which functionalizes the exposed parts of the underlying conductive material. An outline of the fabrication procedure is given in Figure 12. First, we

![Figure 12: Schematic outline of the fabrication procedure of a molecular plasmonic nanoantenna involving the consecutive application of electron-beam lithography, focused ion beam (FIB) milling, and localized chemical surface functionalization. The inset (a) displays the surface grafting of a Rhodamine B (RhB) fluorophore onto the ITO substrate. The FIB step (step 5) is represented by the SEM images in (b) and (c) where the gap is milled either through a few nanometers of chromium only (top row in (c)) or all the way to the ITO layer (bottom row in (c)).]
evaporate a 80 nm thick layer of indium tin oxide (ITO) onto a glass cover slide. The ITO layer is overcoated with an approximately 10 nm layer of chromium by evaporation. The use of optically transparent ITO allows for light microscopy in both reflection and transmission mode and thus makes the fabrication scheme compatible for applications relying on enhanced detection of, for example, fluorescence or Raman scattering signals. Gold nanoantennas were created on the Cr layer with the process described in Section 2 (Figure 1), the Cr layer replacing the Ti adhesion layer. The nanoantennas consist here of two equally sized gold rods \((l \times w \times h = 300 \times 80 \times 40 \text{ nm})\) with the short ends facing at a separation of 30 nm. Examples of such gold nanoantennas are given in the bottom row of Figure 12 (b) or closely in Figure 13(a).

Next, we use focused ion beam (FIB) lithography to mill a rectangular, 200 nm long, 50 nm wide hole into the Cr layer, cutting the nanoantennas halfway, that is, at the gap. This increases the gap size of exposed nanoantennas to approximately 50 nm (see Figure 12(c)). The FIB milling finally uncovers the underlying ITO substrate (step 5 in Figure 12). These exposed ITO areas on the substrate can be selectively functionalized using a surface grafting procedure that exploits the chemical contrast between metal (Cr) and oxide (ITO) areas. If necessary the Cr surface can be passivated by applying a coating reaction prior to FIB milling. We functionalized the exposed ITO area in the gap between both gold bars with a Rhodamine dye derivative. Rhodamine dyes are often used both as fluorescent markers because of their high quantum yield and photostability and as model probes for surface-enhanced Raman scattering studies. First, isothiocyanate Rhodamine B (RhB) was linked to the silane coupling agent 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APS). The ITO areas are then reacted to the APS-RhB construct (see Figure 12(a)) under ammonia-catalyzed conditions [100]. Samples were thoroughly rinsed with ethanol to prevent absorption of APS-RhB onto the Cr surface upon drying. The resulting nanostructure is indicated in Figure 12 after step 6.

After APS-RhB reaction, gold nanoantennas were analyzed using the previously described high-resolution (single-molecule sensitivity) confocal microscopy setup in both transmission (excitation light) and reflection (fluorescence light) modes. Nanoantennas not exposed to FIB milling are visible due to decreased transmission, but do not show fluorescence (Figures 13(b) and 13(c)). Milling a gap in the nanoantenna and a small indentation in the Cr-layer without exposing the ITO substrate (Figures 13(d), 13(e), and 13(f)) leads to a corresponding small increase in transmission, at the location of the indentation in between the gold rods. However, no change in fluorescence signal from background level is observed, indicating negligible absorption of APS-RhB onto the Cr surface. We have used a range of FIB milling times and beam doses, which leads to various indentation depths in the Cr layer, but a fluorescence signal was only observed when the transmission signal indicated removal of the Cr layer. At this point, transmission increased about 6-fold compared to transmission through the non-FIB-milled Cr areas.

Figure 14 shows results for nanoantennas where FIB milling completely removed the Cr layer, leading to local exposure of ITO. Removal of the Cr layer is evidenced by the increase in the transmission signal, and RhB-functionalization of the ITO in the gap gives rise to a strong fluorescence signal. The width of the Gaussian fluorescence profiles is 310 nm, that is, diffraction limited. This is in correspondence with the projected gap size of 200 \( \times \) 50 nm. Note that the alignment of the FIB area with nanoantenna gap is not optimal so that antennas are partly cut. The differences in fluorescence intensity between the functionalized nanoantennas can be caused by variations in the number of RhB molecules. In principle, this could also be caused by the field enhancement variations but given the relatively large gap sizes and the fact that antennas are
partly cut by the FIB procedure, we do not expect significant enhancement. This is also indicated by the unpolarized and thus not-antenna-coupled emission. By adjusting reagent concentrations, surface coating could be tuned to a few or single molecules per nanostructure, which would allow for a detailed and localized mapping of field enhancement properties around plasmonic nanostructures.

In summary, we have presented a fabrication procedure for the localized, sub-diffraction-limit positioning of fluorescent molecules at a designed position with respect to a plasmonic nanoantenna. Initial results indicate the feasibility of the approach, which relies on the combined use of electron-beam and focused ion beam lithography, together with chemical surface modification. The use of two distinct conductive layers, of which the upper one serves as a mask for the chemical functionalization, allows both lithography techniques to be applied at high resolution, opening the way to sub-20 nm patterning. Further work should aim at demonstrating the technique at this resolution and at improving alignment with the nanoantennas. This would give the possibility to unambiguously map the local field around plasmonic nanostructures, but also provide the way for creating active molecular plasmonic nanodevices for, for example, high-resolution chemical and biological sensing, light harvesting, and nanophotonic components.

6. Conclusions and Perspective

Gap nanoantennas composed of double identical rods separated by a nanometric gap were first fabricated by electron beam lithography before being theoretically investigated and experimentally characterized by far-field spectroscopy. In a preliminary study, arrays of gap nanoantennas with various aspect ratios and gap sizes were considered and their optical response recorded. The local field in the close vicinity of the nanoantennas was then evaluated by luminescent measurements using a confocal microscope with single-molecule detection capability. Polarization effects were then explored. We observed luminescence predominantly polarized along...
the dimer axis with an average enhancement up to 3-fold. This is in agreement with previous work reporting 10-fold enhancement on similar arrays using two-photon luminescence measurements. These prior studies give insights into the local response distribution of such metallic nanoantennas and constituted a strong guiding line when tackling the issue of nanoantenna-single molecule coupling.

It is crucial to understand antenna-molecule coupling as these hybrid systems receive increasing attention in fields as diverse as biosensing, imaging, or photovoltaics. As a general strategy, we used single fluorescent molecules as vectorial nonperturbative probes to map the local field of individual nanoantennas. For this task, two types of fluorophores were used. First, common DiD fluorophores were randomly deposited over the nanoantenna arrays. We observed enhancement of the fluorescence intensity caused by the presence of nanoantennas. However, and despite the low excitation power used in the experiment, it was difficult to dissociate the molecular fluorescence from the intrinsic gold luminescence signal. In addition, there is a probability of the nanoantennas could disturb the homogeneity of the fluorophores on the samples, precluding quantitative analysis. To discriminate between the fluorophore and the nanoantenna contributions to the fluorescence signal, we subsequently utilized perylene molecules as photostable fluorophores. They permitted longer observations (up to 16 minutes). In addition, they exhibit an on-off switching on a timescale of seconds. These combined features eased the discrimination between the molecular and nanoantenna contribution to the fluorescence signal. We then carried out fluorescence measurements at different excitation power. Due to the different power laws followed by linear molecular fluorescence and two-photon excited luminescence from the nanoantennas, we were able to discriminate these two contributions. Fluorescence spectroscopy and lifetime measurements were then carried out on the nanoantenna-molecule system. The lifetime measurements revealed a biexponential decay with a fast component $\tau_1 = 0.4 \, \text{ns}$ (close to the system temporal resolution) attributed to the nanoantennas background and a typical $\tau_2 = 5.0 \, \text{ns}$ typical of perylene in PMMA. From the insensitivity of the latter decay to the presence of the nanoantennas, we conclude that the molecules under investigation were not coupled to nanoantennas. By cons, the fast component is linked to the nanoantennas whether via antenna-coupled molecular emission or as a result of the intrinsic antenna luminescence. Even working at low concentration, and therefore being less influenced by the topographic artifacts, we expected to have only rare antenna-molecule coupling events. Furthermore, we note that any molecule coupled to an antenna should reemit via the antenna modes, and therefore a large number of positions have to be evaluated to take into account the broad distributions in the molecules’ lifetime and in the dimers’ luminescence. To overcome this issue, we proposed a hybrid system composed of a nanoantenna and a molecule with well-controlled position. Its feasibility was demonstrated using a process involving electron beam and focused ion beam lithography, followed by chemical surface modification. This opens up new routes toward the local 3D mapping of local field in the vicinity of metallic nanoantennas as well as active plasmonic nanodevices, where the relative positioning remains a burden. This has tremendous applications in the numerous currently hot topics such as the development of nanophotonic components, bio- and chemical sensing, imaging, light-harvesting mimicking systems, or hybrid photovoltaic cells design.
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